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Integrating new resource management policies into operating systems (OSes)
is an ongoing process. Despite innovative policy proposals being developed, it is
unrealistic to widely deploy a new one because it is a difficult, costly and often
an impractical endeavor to modify an existing operating system to integrate a
new policy. To address this problem, we explore the possibility of using virtual
machine technology to incorporate a new policy into an existing OS without the
need to make any changes to it. This paper describes FoxyTechnique, which
virtualizes physical devices differently from real ones and tricks a guest OS
into producing behavior similar to a desired policy. FoxyTechnique has three
advantages. First, it allows us to implement a new policy without the need to
make any changes to OS kernels. Second, Foxy-based policies are expected to
be portable across different operating systems because they are isolated from
guest OSes by stable virtual hardware interfaces. Finally, Foxy-based policies
sometimes outperform guest OS policies because they can measure performance
indicators more accurately than guest OSes. To demonstrate the usefulness of
FoxyTechnique, we conducted two case studies, FoxyVegas and FoxyIdle, on
the Xen virtual machine monitor. FoxyVegas and FoxyIdle tricked the original
Linux and successfully mimicked TCP Vegas and Idletime scheduling, respec-
tively.

1. Introduction

Integrating new resource management policies into operating systems (OSes) is
an ongoing process, even though resource management has been extensively ex-
plored for the past decades. Because an appropriate resource management policy
depends largely on the type of applications and their computing environments,
OS researchers must continue to develop innovative resource management poli-
cies to satisfy the needs of emerging applications and everchanging computing
environments.

†1 Keio University

Despite many sophisticated, innovative policy proposals being presented, it
is quite difficult to widely deploy an innovation. The traditional approach to
integrating an innovation is to modify an OS kernel, which is the primary layer
of software for resource management. However, modifying the OS kernel is a
difficult, costly and often an impractical endeavor because modern OSes consist
of large and complex bodies of code. Changes to even a single line of OS code can
make the deploying of an innovative policy much less likely because it is almost
impossible to modify proprietary and/or closed-source OSes. Even if supported
by a single vendor, the new policy is unlikely to get used widely since cross-
platform applications would only be able to use the features available in specific
OSes.

To address this modification issue, many researchers have investigated how the
operating system should be restructured to reduce the efforts required to change
the OS. Microkernels 1)–3), extensible OSes 4)–6), and infokernels 7) have all been
used in an attempt to provide a base on which resource management policies can
easily be built. Unfortunately, to benefit from these approaches, users are forced
to replace their favorite OSes with something less familiar. To eliminate the
need to replace an OS, many techniques have been developed that enable us to
build resource management policies on “as is” operating systems. Newhouse, et
al. 8) have shown that a user-level CPU scheduler for CPU intensive jobs can
be implemented on unmodified FreeBSD. Graybox techniques 9) facilitate the
development of OS-like services at the user-level by inferring an OS internal
state.

In this paper, we explore the possibility of using virtual machine technology 10)

to incorporate an innovative policy into an existing OS without the need to
make any changes to it. Inserting a new policy into a virtual machine monitor
(VMM) has many potential benefits. First, we can incorporate innovative policies
without the need to make any changes to guest OSes because the guest OSes
are isolated from the VMM by stable virtual hardware interfaces. Second, the
fact that the VMM is isolated from guest OSes brings us another noteworthy
feature that new policies within a VMM can be portable across many guest OSes.
These advantages are widely recognized, and some researchers are developing
mechanisms 11),12) that facilitate the development of innovative functionalities
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within a VMM.
FoxyTechnique, presented in this paper, enables us to incorporate new resource

management policies into a guest OS without the need to make any changes to
it. FoxyTechnique virtualizes physical devices differently from real ones so that
a guest OS policy is tricked into producing a similar policy to the one we want
to incorporate. For example, a Foxy-enabled VMM can change the rate of timer
interrupts to alter the guest OS policy of CPU scheduling. By changing the rate of
timer interrupts, we can control the length of time slices allocated to each process.
To trick guest OS policies, we extensively use our graybox knowledge about guest
OSes; graybox knowledge means we can predict how a guest OS reacts to virtual
devices whose behavior has been transformed. In the above example, we used the
graybox knowledge that time slices are measured by counting timer interrupts in
the guest OS �1.

FoxyTechnique has the following advantages:
• No changes to OS kernels required.

FoxyTechnique enables us to incorporate new resource management policies
into an existing OS without the need to make any changes to it. Foxy-based
resource management policies are implemented within a VMM and thus are
isolated from guest OSes by stable virtual hardware interfaces. Hence, even
a proprietary OS can benefit from innovative resource management policies;
we do not have to wait until an OS vendor officially supports the innovations.

• Increased portability.
Foxy-based resource management policies are expected to be portable across
different guest OSes. Although a Foxy-based module, which controls vir-
tual hardware devices within the VMM, uses graybox knowledge about guest
OSes, many resource management policies can be built without using the
knowledge specific to a single guest OS. In this paper, we demonstrate that
a single Foxy-based module can trick many guest OS policies. For example,
one of our Foxy-based modules can trick binary increase congestion (BIC)
control, NewReno, CUBIC TCP, TCP-Hybla, TCP Westwood+ and Scal-

�1 This is an example to help you understand the FoxyTechnique concept. If you actually
want to change a CPU scheduling policy of commodity OSes, you might not only change
the rate of timer interrupts but need to employ another technique.

able TCP into TCP Vegas. On the other hand, FoxyTechnique does not
work well in some situations. The limitation of FoxyTechnique is discussed
later in this paper.

• Better performance estimation.
Resource management policies are often required to measure performance in-
dicators to estimate the cost of the next possible operations. The accuracy of
performance indicators affects the performance of resource management. For
example, TCP Vegas measures round trip times (RTTs) of network pack-
ets to detect network congestion. If the RTT contains a large error, TCP
Vegas does not work well. Since a Foxy-based module runs directly on phys-
ical hardware, it can measure performance indicators more accurately than a
guest OS running in a virtualized environment. Therefore, Foxy-based mod-
ules may result in an overall better performance than guest OS policies. In
fact, our Foxy-based module for TCP Vegas shows better performance than
TCP Vegas running in the guest Linux.

Note that FoxyTechnique does not facilitate the implementation of resource
management policies. Sometimes, it is not easy to implement Foxy-based modules
because FoxyTechnique indirectly introduces a new policy. At the expense of this
difficulty, FoxyTechnique brings the three advantages described above.

To embody the concept of FoxyTechnique, we conducted two case studies,
FoxyVegas and FoxyIdle, on the Xen virtual machine monitor 13). FoxyVegas is
a Foxy-based module for TCP Vegas, a TCP/IP congestion control algorithm
for determining the congestion window size. FoxyVegas is based on our graybox
knowledge that TCP/IP adjusts its window size for flow and congestion control.
When network congestion occurs, FoxyVegas creates an illusion that a receiver is
overloaded to force a guest OS to make its window size smaller. By doing this,
FoxyVegas brings the benefits of TCP Vegas; many congestion control algorithms
are tricked into mimicking TCP Vegas. Furthermore, FoxyVegas performs better
than Linux TCP Vegas running on Xen. This is because FoxyVegas can measure
the RTTs of network packets more accurately than TCP Vegas in guest OSes.

FoxyIdle is a Foxy-based module for regulating disk I/O contention and im-
plements Idletime scheduling 14). This scheduling prevents background processes
from degrading the performance of foreground processes. The idletime schedul-
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(a) Conventional virtual machine monitor (b) Foxy-enabled virtual machine monitor

Fig. 1 Difference between conventional virtualization and Foxy virtualization. These figures show virtualization of a conventional
virtual machine monitor (VMM) and Foxy-enabled VMM. The conventional VMM emulates underlying physical hardware.
In contrast, the Foxy-enabled VMM virtualizes physical hardware so that a guest OS is forced to change its own behavior
differently from the real one.

ing stalls disk read requests from background processes if they interfere with the
requests from foreground processes. To stall the disk read requests, FoxyIdle pre-
tends that a virtual disk device has been seeking data for a long time. By carefully
controlling this seek time, FoxyIdle mimics the idletime scheduling. Experimen-
tal results show that FoxyIdle can trick various disk scheduling algorithms (Noop,
Anticipatory, Deadline, and CFQ) and avoid performance degradation caused by
background processes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes FoxyTech-
nique, and Section 3 presents the implementation of FoxyTechnique. Sections 4
and 5 report the design, implementation and experiments of case studies, FoxyVe-
gas and FoxyIdle, respectively. Section 6 describes the work related to ours, and
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. FoxyTechnique

To incorporate new resource management policies into an existing kernel with-
out the need to make any changes to it, FoxyTechnique exploits virtual machine
monitors (VMMs). Figure 1 outlines the difference between conventional virtu-

alization and Foxy-enabled virtualization. The major difference lies in the way in
which the Foxy-enabled VMM interacts with the guest OSes. In a conventional
VMM, virtual hardware devices exposed to guest OSes emulate the underlying
physical hardware. In contrast, the Foxy-enabled VMM virtualizes physical de-
vices differently from the real ones; the behavior of physical devices is transformed
by the Foxy-enabled VMM. A guest OS runs on the transformed hardware and
thus behaves differently on the Foxy-enabled VMM from the conventional VMM.
By taking guest policies into consideration, Foxy-enabled VMM can control vir-
tual devices so that the guest policy is tricked into producing behavior similar to
an expected policy.

2.1 Foxy-enabled VMM
In a virtualized environment, a VMM runs in the privileged mode to manage

and multiplex the underlying physical hardware devices, whereas guest OSes run
in the non-privileged mode. When a guest OS executes a privileged instruction,
such as access to MMU or I/O peripherals, software interrupts occur, and control
is transferred to the VMM. At this point, the VMM can catch and regulate all
resources because it processes the interrupts before delivering them to the guest
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OS.
By changing the behavior of virtual devices, Foxy-enabled VMM can control

guest OSes. To achieve an expected behavior of a guest OS, FoxyTechnique
takes the guest policy into consideration. In other words, we make use of graybox
knowledge 9) on the guest OS. Here, graybox knowledge means we can predict
how the guest OS reacts to virtual devices whose behavior has been transformed.
For example, we change the interrupt rate of the virtual timer device to alter the
policy of CPU scheduling. Because we have graybox knowledge that the CPU
scheduler counts down ticks every timer interrupt, we can control the length of
time slices. To provide a tricked environment with guest OSes, the following
techniques are combined in FoxyTechnique.
• Changing rate of interrupts

A Foxy-based module controls the rate of periodic interrupts, such as a timer.
For example, as explained earlier, if the Foxy-based module raises more timer
interrupts than a real one, the guest OS clock advances more quickly. If
the Foxy-based module raises less timer interrupts, the clock advances more
slowly.

• Delaying or discarding interrupts
Even if a physical device causes an interrupt, it is not sent immediately to
the guest OS. A Foxy-based module delays the interrupt notification or com-
pletely revokes the interrupt. For example, we can throttle network band-
width by delaying or revoking network interrupts. Since network packets do
not arrive at the guest OS, it considers that network congestion has occurred
and reduces the congestion window size. As a result, the TCP window size
is reduced and the effective bandwidth is throttled.

• Rewriting contents of device registers
A Foxy-based module rewrites the value of data registers. When a guest OS
writes data in virtual device registers, a Foxy-based module may rewrite the
value before sending it to the physical device. When the physical device sets
data into registers, the Foxy-based module rewrites values of the registers,
and then sends interrupts to the guest OS. Rewriting the contents of data
registers enables us to control the window size of packets in TCP/IP. By
rewriting the server receivable data size included in packets, we can make the

guest OS believe the state of the receiver has changed. As a result, the guest
OS starts regulating the window size.

To build a new policy, a Foxy-based module needs to recognize an OS-level
abstraction, such as processes and files. For example, to implement priority-
based disk I/O scheduling, a Foxy-based module must recognize the ‘process’
abstraction to discern which process issues each disk I/O request. Unfortunately,
the VMM lacks this knowledge of OS-level abstractions; this problem is often
referred to as a semantic gap 15).

To bridge OS-VMM semantic gaps, FoxyTechnique uses techniques already
proposed. Antfarm 11) infers ‘process’ abstraction, and Geiger 12) infers ‘buffer
cache’ abstraction from the VMM layer. Unfortunately, the techniques for in-
ferring other OS-level abstractions have not been established yet. To obtain the
information about these abstractions, FoxyTechnique assumes that a user-level
process (running on the guest) informs OS the Foxy-enabled VMM of such infor-
mation. There is one thing to be noted. Currently, we assume the information
coming from the user-level could be trusted. If the user-level information is in-
correct, the Foxy-enabled VMM would not work as expected. In the worst case,
a single virtual machine would monopolize all the resources. Defending against
this kind of attack is beyond the scope of this paper but would be an interesting
research topic that bears further investigation.

2.2 Limitations
Incorporating new policies at the VMM layer is not always successful. If the

policy to be implemented at the VMM layer conflicts with that of the guest OS,
we cannot trick the guest OS. For example, FoxyTechnique cannot implement
the deadline disk I/O scheduling 16) if the guest OS employs the idletime schedul-
ing 14). In the idletime scheduling, the guest OS retains background I/O requests
as long as there are foreground I/O requests. Thus, the Foxy-enabled VMM
cannot capture the requests from the background processes. Even if the deadline
for an I/O request from a background process has expired, Foxy-enabled VMM
cannot schedule the request because no such request has been made to the VMM.

Foxy-based modules are not always portable across different OSes if we use
specific graybox knowledge for a single OS. Imagine that we are implementing
a Foxy-based module that reads and writes the kernel data structures of Linux.
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In this case, this Foxy-based module would only be effective on Linux. However,
an interesting tradeoff exists between accuracy and portability. If a Foxy-based
module uses detailed knowledge of a single guest OS, the policy forged by this
Foxy-based module would behave very similarly to the expected one, but the
portability would be lost. If a Foxy-based module only uses common features of
ordinary OSes, the portability is high, but the policy implemented by the Foxy-
based module would be slightly different from the expected one because the
Foxy-based module interferes with the guest policy. Recall that our goal is not
to completely emulate the behavior of the expected policy; FoxyTechnique aims
to mimic an expected policy without losing portability. As shown in Section 4
and 5, our case studies demonstrate that FoxyTechnique can incorporate a new
policy without losing the portability. In fact, the tricked guest OS shows behavior
similar to the expected policy, even though the guest policies employed in the
guest OS are completely different.

2.3 Discussion
We need to discuss the scope of resource management policies that FoxyTech-

nique can successfully introduce. It is quite difficult to generally determine the
scope, which depends largely on how to make use of graybox knowledge about
target OSes. Instead, we are trying to show the applicability of FoxyTechnique
by applying it to various kinds of resource management. As a first step, we im-
plemented a couple of resource management policies based on FoxyTechnique in
this paper.

FoxyTechnique may complicate the process of the guest OS maintenance since
it forges a device different from the real one. We assume that the developers
should debug and tune a guest OS without Foxy-enabled VMM to eliminate side
effects of Foxy-based modules. Thus, they can maintain the OS on a regular
basis.

We also discuss the difficulty in designing the tricking actions of Foxy-based
modules. First, when we introduce a new policy with FoxyTechnique, we need
to study the policy in detail and judge whether it can be introduced by altering
device behavior or not. Therefore, we need to be familiar with the targeted OS,
and know how the OS reacts to devices whose behavior has been transformed.
Second, there is a trade-off between portability and efficiency. If we use the

knowledge specific to the targeted OS, the portability of the Foxy-based module
is lowered, as we described in Section 2.2.

3. Implementation

To demonstrate the usefulness of FoxyTechnique, we have built two Foxy-based
modules: FoxyVegas and FoxyIdle. The target resources of these Foxy-based
modules are different. FoxyVegas targets TCP/IP congestion control whereas
FoxyIdle targets disk I/O scheduling. Section 4 and 5 describe FoxyIdle and
FoxyVegas, respectively.

FoxyTechnique has been applied to Xen 13) virtual machine monitor version
3.0.2-2. Xen is an open source VMM for the intel x86 architecture. Xen pro-
vides a paravirtualized 17) processor interface, which reduces the virtualization
overhead at the expense of porting guest OSes. We carefully avoided making
use of this feature of Xen when implementing our Foxy-based modules. Thus,
FoxyTechnique can be applied to a more conventional virtual machine monitor
such as VMware 18),19).

Our case studies consist of a set of patches to the Xen hypervisor and Xen’s
backend drivers. FoxyVegas changes the handlers related to sending and receiving
network packets. FoxyVegas patches consist of about 800 lines of code. FoxyIdle
changes the VMM handlers for events like page table updates, accesses to priv-
ileged registers and disk reads. FoxyIdle patches consist of about 1,500 lines of
code.

4. Case Study: FoxyVegas

FoxyVegas is a Foxy-based module for TCP Vegas 20), a TCP congestion control
algorithm. TCP congestion control algorithms adjust the size of the congestion
window to reduce packet loss under network congestion. A lot of congestion
control algorithms have been proposed each of which is superior under different
circumstances and different workloads. TCP Vegas detects network congestion
more sensitively and keeps high throughput in network congestion.

4.1 TCP Vegas
TCP Vegas utilizes RTT values of network packets to decide the size of the

congestion window (cwnd). To detect network congestion, TCP Vegas detects
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fluctuation of RTTs. If RTT values are becoming larger, TCP Vegas considers
network congestion has occurred and makes cwnd smaller. If RTT values are
becoming smaller, cwnd is made larger. If RTT values are similar to previous
ones, TCP Vegas does not change cwnd.

4.2 Implementation
To mimic TCP Vegas, FoxyVegas controls a virtual network interface card

(NIC). Since cwnd is a kernel data and not visible to a VMM, FoxyVegas adjusts
the window size of a guest OS. To control the window size, FoxyVegas gives an
illusion that a receiver is loaded heavily. Tricked by this illusion, the guest OS
starts reducing the window size. If this behavior is similar enough to TCP Vegas,
we can say FoxyVegas tricks guest OSes successfully.

FoxyVegas makes use of graybox knowledge about TCP/IP. TCP/IP controls
the transmission rate by adjusting the window size. To adjust the window size,
TCP/IP uses two variables: receiver’s advertised window size (rwnd) and cwnd.
TCP/IP chooses the minimum of cwnd and rwnd as the window size. Thus, we
can adjust the window size by controlling either rwnd or cwnd. As explained
above, FoxyVegas controls rwnd since cwnd is not visible to the VMM, whereas
the value of rwnd is included in ACKs and thus visible to the VMM.

To create an illusion that a receiver is under heavy load, a virtual NIC rewrites
the rwnd included in an ACK packet (Fig. 2). When a virtual NIC receives an
ACK packet, it rewrites rwnd to cwnd calculated by FoxyVegas, if and only if
the calculated cwnd is smaller than the real rwnd. Then, the rewritten ACK is
delivered to the guest OS. The guest OS believes that the receiver is overloaded,
and sets the rwnd rewritten by FoxyVegas to the window size. As a result, the
guest OS starts using the value calculated by FoxyVegas as the window size.

4.3 Experiments
To demonstrate that FoxyVegas works successfully, we conducted experiments

on three machines. Each machine is 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 PC with 512MB of RAM
and an IDE hard disk drive. These machines run as a sender, a router and a
receiver, respectively. The sender and the receiver are connected with the router
via the Gigabit Ethernet. FoxyVegas runs on the sender machine. We used Linux
kernel version 2.6.16 in both the Xen control and guest domains. The Xen control
domain is configured with 256 MB of memory and the guest domain is assigned

Fig. 2 FoxyVegas. When a receiver’s acknowledgment packet (ACK) arrives, FoxyVegas
rewrites the advertised window size (rwnd) included in the ACK. The guest OS con-
siders the receiver is loaded heavily, and changes the window size conforming with the
rewritten rwnd.

128 MB of memory. The router and the receiver execute Linux 2.6.16.
To confirm whether FoxyVegas can trick guest OS policies, we configured the

guest Linux to use all congestion control algorithms supported by Linux: 1) Bi-
nary Increase Congestion control (bic), 2) CUBIC TCP (cubic), 3) NewReno
(newreno), 4) H-TCP (htcp), 5) High Speed TCP (highspeed), 6) TCP-Hybla
(hybla), 7) TCP Westwood+ (westwood), 8) Scalable TCP (scalable), and
9) TCP Vegas (vegas). By showing that a single FoxyVegas module can trick
various guest policies, we demonstrate that a Foxy-based module is portable
across different OSes. The sender and the receiver perform the discard commu-
nication through the router which emulates a bottleneck of 200MB/s, delay of
10 ms, and a maximum queue size of 10,500KB. To emulate the bottleneck, the
router used the token bucket filter 21).

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3. The x-axis is the elapsed time,
and the y-axis is the window size. For comparison, we also showed the window
sizes of Linux TCP Vegas running on physical hardware (Native Vegas) and of
Linux TCP Vegas running in the Xen guest domain (Guest Vegas) in Fig. 3 (a).
We can see that FoxyVegas tricks all the guest OS policies, except for vegas,
into behaving like TCP Vegas. FoxyVegas does not work well for the guest OS
running TCP Vegas. Since the guest OS calculates cwnd smaller than FoxyVegas,
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(a) Native and guest Vegas (b) bic (c) cubic (d) newreno

(e) htcp (f) highspeed (g) hybla (h) westwood

(i) scalable (j) vegas

Fig. 3 Comparison of the window size. The figure shows the aggregate window size for various TCP congestion control
algorithms whether FoxyVegas is used or not. The experiment uses nine congestion control algorithms.

the window size is set to the smaller cwnd.
Note that FoxyVegas behaves more similarly to native Vegas than guest Vegas.

Since FoxyVegas is running on physical hardware, FoxyVegas can measure RTTs
as accurately as native Vegas. Figure 4 shows the distribution of RTTs observed
by native Vegas, guest Vegas, and FoxyVegas. The distribution of guest Vegas
is much larger due to the virtualization overhead. Hence, guest Vegas regards

the overhead as network congestion, and reduces cwnd. In contrast, because
FoxyVegas can measure RTTs without the virtualization overhead, FoxyVegas
keeps a larger window size than guest Vegas. Therefore, an experiment in which
we measured throughput between the sender and the receiver shows FoxyVegas
outperforms guest Vegas (Table 1).

To demonstrate that FoxyVegas provides benefits of TCP Vegas, we measured
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(a) Native Vegas

(b) Guest Vegas

(c) FoxyVegas

Fig. 4 Comparison of RTT fluctuations. These graphs show the distribution of RTTs observed
by native Vegas, guest Vegas and FoxyVegas. The tendency of the distribution of
FoxyVegas is similar to one of native Vegas. The RTTs of guest Vegas is larger than
native Vegas and FoxyVegas.

throughput under network congestion. The sender transmits 400 MB data to the
receiver. The router emulates a bottleneck of 2,000 KB/s and a delay of 10 ms,
and a maximum queue size of 6,000 KB.

Table 1 Comparison of throughput for various configurations of TCP Vegas. The table re-
ports the aggregated throughput for various configurations of TCP Vegas. The
experiments use three Vegas. The first is Linux TCP Vegas running on the physical
machine (Native Vegas). The second is Linux TCP Vegas running on the Xen guest
domain (Guest Vegas). The last is FoxyVegas which triked Linux BIC. BIC is the
Linux default congestion control algorithm.

Benchmark Throughput [MB/s] Decreasing rate
Native Vegas 42.442 —
Guest Vegas 23.831 43.85%
FoxyVegas 33.692 20.62%

Table 2 shows the experimental results. The experimental results suggest that
FoxyVegas provides the benefit of TCP Vegas. We can see that throughput with
FoxyVegas is higher than without FoxyVegas except for TCP Vegas. The reason
why FoxyVegas decreases throughput for TCP Vegas is that FoxyVegas does not
work well for TCP Vegas. This reason is described in the previous experiment.

5. Case Study: FoxyIdle

FoxyIdle is a Foxy-based module for the idletime scheduling 14) that schedules
disk I/O requests. The idletime scheduler regulates disk I/O requests from back-
ground jobs which should run only when computer resources are idle. Examples
of background jobs include virus checkers, disk defragmenters, and SETI@home.
If not managed properly, the background jobs impede foreground, PC user’s nor-
mal jobs. To avoid the interference between foreground and background jobs,
the idletime scheduling controls the disk I/O request from background jobs. To
the authors’ knowledge, there is no commodity OS which supports the idletime
scheduling.

5.1 Idletime Scheduling
To prevent background jobs from causing excessive preemption cost, the idle-

time scheduler introduces a time delay, called preemption interval. A preemption
interval is a time period following each serviced foreground request during which
no background request starts — the resource remains idle even when background
requests are queued (Fig. 5). The idletime scheduler begins a preemption interval
whenever an active foreground request finishes. While the preemption interval
is active, the scheduler does not start servicing any background requests. The
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Table 2 Comparison of throughput in network congestion. The table reports the improvement rate of throughput when we
used FoxyVegas. In almost cases, FoxyVegas makes guest Linux achieve higher throughput under network congestion (a
bottleneck of 2,000KB/s, a delay of 10ms and queue size of 6MB).

Tricked Algorithm bic cubic newreno htcp highspeed hybla westwood scalable vegas

w/o FoxyVegas [KB/s] 789 921 830 1,063 1,030 1,058 902 732 1,369
w/- FoxyVegas [KB/s] 1,281 1,270 1,275 1,367 1,291 1,317 1,326 1,328 1,235

Ratio 62.3% 37.8% 53.6% 28.6% 25.3% 24.5% 46.9% 81.5% −9.8%

Fig. 5 Idletime scheduling. The figure shows the behavior of the idletime scheduling. A pre-
emption interval starts whenever a foreground request finishes. While the preemption
interval is active, the background requests are not executed. The background jobs are
started only when a preemption interval expires.

idletime scheduler starts background requests only when a preemption interval
expires. Even if background requests are executed, the idletime scheduler starts
serving foreground requests as soon as possible when a foreground request arrives.

The length of the preemption interval is a parameter which controls the tradeoff
between aggressive use of idle resources and impact on performance of foreground
jobs. With a longer preemption interval, foreground performance increases be-
cause the opportunity for background jobs to be executed decreases, but the
resource utilization becomes lower. With a shorter preemption interval, the uti-
lization is higher but foreground performance decreases.

5.2 Implementation
To forge the behavior of the idletime scheduling, FoxyIdle controls virtual disk

drives differently from the real ones. To stall background requests, FoxyIdle
pretends that the disk drive is seeking the requested data for a long time. During

this time, although the real disk drive is not seeking at all, the guest OS believes
that the requested data have been sought by the disk drive. Therefore, the guest
OS keeps blocking the background process; here, we make use of the graybox
knowledge that a process is kept waiting until the disk drive raises an interrupt.
By tuning this waiting time, FoxyIdle forces the guest OS to stall the background
process for a preemption interval.

To pretend that a virtual disk drive is seeking data, the virtual disk drive delays
sending an I/O request to the real disk drive. When a virtual disk drive detects
a background request, it delays the request until a preemption interval expires.
During the preemption interval, the guest OS believes that the requested data
have been sought by the virtual disk drive. Thus, it blocks the background process
that issued the request. When the preemption interval expires, the virtual disk
drive actually sends the I/O request to the real disk drive. When the real disk
drive raises an interrupt, the virtual disk drive catches and delivers it to the guest
OS. Catching this interrupt, the guest OS naturally resumes the background
process. If a foreground request arrives at a virtual disk drive, the request is
immediately sent to the real disk drive because we do not have to delay foreground
requests. Figure 6 illustrates this behavior of FoxyIdle.

When a virtual disk drive catches a disk read request, FoxyIdle must be able
to discern which process issues it and determine whether it is foreground or
background. Here, we encounter a semantic gap between the OS and the VMM
because the VMM lacks the knowledge of ‘process’ and ‘foreground/background.’

FoxyIdle uses three techniques to bridge this semantic-gap. First, it uses Ant-
farm 11) that makes a VMM aware of ‘process’. To identify processes, Antfarm
can track virtual address spaces because they correspond to processes. Antfarm
tracks address spaces on Intel x86 by observing the value of CR3 (a processor
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Fig. 6 FoxyIdle. FoxyIdle controls background disk read requests. When a background pro-
cess issues disk read requests via the guest OS, FoxyIdle delays sending the requests
to the real disk drive. The guest OS considers the data is sought by the virtual disk
drive, and keeps blocking the background process.

control register). CR3 stores the physical address at which the current page table
is placed. Because the instruction to change CR3 value is privileged, the control
is transferred to the VMM whenever a guest OS performs context-switch. Hence,
Antfarm regards the value of CR3 as process ID; by checking the value of CR3,
the VMM can know which process is currently running.

Second, to associate disk read requests to processes, we employ the strategy
called context association 11) that associates a read request with whatever process
is currently running. This strategy does not take potential asynchrony within the
operating system into account. For example, due to request queuing inside the
OS, a read may be issued to the VMM after the process in which it originated
has already context switched off the processor. This leads to association error,
but is accurate enough for our purpose.

Finally, to distinguish background requests from foreground requests, FoxyIdle
assigns the ‘foreground’ or ‘background’ attribute to each CR3 value (recall that
FoxyIdle regards CR3 value as process ID). When a background process starts
running, it notifies the FoxyIdle module in the VMM that a background process is
running, by sending a UDP message to the FoxyIdle module. When the FoxyIdle
module receives this message, it associates the current value of CR3 with the
‘background’ attribute. Again, we use the context association strategy; when the

VMM catches this message, the sending process may have already switched off
the processor. To send this notification message, a background process is linked
with a library that overrides libc main start() in libc. We used the library
preload to override libc main start().

5.3 Experiments
To demonstrate that FoxyIdle works well, we conducted the experiments on a

3.0 GHz Pentium D PC with 1 GB of RAM and a SATA hard disk drive. We used
Linux kernel version 2.6.16 in both the Xen control domain and guest domains.
The Xen control domain is configured with 512 MB of memory, and the guest
domain is assigned 128 MB of memory.

To find out whether FoxyIdle can trick various policies in guest OSes, the guest
Linux is configured to use all disk I/O schedulers of Linux: 1) no operation
(noop), 2) anticipatory (ac), 3) deadline (dl), and 4) complete fairness queuing
(cfq). Similarly to the case of FoxyVegas, by showing a single FoxyIdle module
can trick various guest policies, Foxy-based modules are expected to be portable
across different OSes. We also implemented the idletime disk scheduler into
Linux 2.6.16 to compare its behavior to one forged by FoxyIdle. In the following
experiment, we used two benchmarks: sequential and random. Sequential

reads a 1 GB file sequentially, and random reads a 1GB file randomly for 10
times. We measured the execution time of foreground and background jobs,
varying the length of a preemption interval.

The experimental results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The x-axis is the length
of a preemption interval, and the y-axis is the relative execution time to the
“standalone” execution time when each benchmark ran alone. In each figure,
(a) and (c) are the results when the idletime disk scheduler was executed on
physical hardware (Native Idle) and the Xen guest domain (Guest Idle). On
the other hand, (b) and (d) are the ones when FoxyIdle ran. The leftmost
bars (labeled concurrent execution) plot the execution times when the idletime
scheduler and FoxyIdle were disabled. In Fig. 7, both foreground and background
jobs are sequential. In Fig. 8, the foreground is random and the background is
sequential.

These figures indicate two things. One is that FoxyIdle can produce behavior
similar to the idletime scheduling; FoxyIdle preserves the performance of the fore-
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(a) Execution time of foreground sequential (b) Execution time of foreground sequential

on native Idle and guest Idle on FoxyIdle

(c) Execution time of background sequential (d) Execution time of background sequential

on native Idle and guest Idle on FoxyIdle

Fig. 7 Difference of execution time between the foreground (sequential) and the background (sequential). In each graph, the
leftmost bars (labeled concurrent execution) plot the execution times when the idletime scheduler is disabled.

ground jobs gradually by lengthening a preemption interval. The other is that
FoxyIdle works well regardless of guest OS policies. In the idletime scheduling,
the execution time of the foreground gets smaller and closer to that of “stan-
dalone” when the preemption interval is set larger. In fact, Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 8 (a)
reveal that native Idle and guest Idle make the relative execution times of the
foregrounds close to 1 when a preemption interval is larger than 14ms. On FoxyI-

dle, the relative execution times similarly become about 1 with larger preemption
intervals, as shown in Fig. 7 (b) and Fig. 8 (b). Figure 7 (c) exhibits that native
Idle and guest Idle make the relative execution times of the backgrounds close to
2 when the preemption intervals become larger. In addition, the relative times
get close to 2 on FoxyIdle, as shown in Fig. 7 (d). When the foreground is random,
the relative execution times of the backgrounds get close to 3 on native Idle with
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(a) Execution time of foreground random (b) Execution time of foreground random

on native Idle and guest Idle on FoxyIdle

(c) Execution time of background sequential (d) Execution time of background sequential

on native Idle and guest Idle on FoxyIdle

Fig. 8 Difference of execution time between the foreground (random) and the background (sequential).

the preemption intervals larger. On the other hand, FoxyIdle gradually makes
the relative times less than 3 when the preemption intervals are larger, similarly
to guest Idle (see Fig. 8 (c) and (d)).

These experimental results also reveal that guest Idle preserves the perfor-
mance of the foregrounds with smaller preemption intervals than native Idle. In
Fig. 7 (a), for example, the relative execution time is 1.29 on guest Idle while it is

1.96 on native Idle when the preemption interval is set to 4ms. This is because
the timer which guest Idle uses to stall background requests is not accurate due
to the virtualization overhead. Figure 9 shows the absolute values of the errors
between the calculated interval and the actual interval with the box and whiskers
plot, when the preemption interval is 4 ms. The calculated interval is an inter-
val which the idletime scheduler or FoxyIdle calculated for stopping background
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Table 3 Comparison of execution times of grep and updatedb. The table reports execution times of grep (foreground) and
updatedb (background) with FoxyIdle. Both jobs access totally about 260MB of files and directories.

Native Idle Guest Idle FoxyIdle
Preemption intervals Grep (sec) updatedb (sec) Grep (sec) updatedb (sec) Grep (sec) updatedb (sec)

5ms 9.72 101.13 24.34 113.44 24.92 113.74
10ms 9.86 101.91 17.50 109.07 16.40 107.94
15ms 9.25 101.17 15.40 107.59 15.50 107.60
20ms 8.72 103.46 14.63 107.30 15.41 107.46

Concurrent execution 10.14 102.02 82.94 123.31 82.94 123.31
Standalone 8.67 92.04 14.34 87.62 14.34 87.62

Fig. 9 Timer Errors of the idletime schedulers. The figure shows the absolute values of the
errors between the calculated interval and the actual interval. The calculated interval is
an interval which the idletime scheduler or FoxyIdle calculated for stopping background
requests. The actual interval is an interval for which background requests were actually
stopped.

requests. The actual interval is an interval for which background requests were
actually stopped. Since the timer functionality in Linux is basically unsophisti-
cated, the median timer error is 1.16 ms even on native Idle. On guest Idle, the
median is higher than native Idle and FoxyIdle, 6.83 ms. As a result, guest Idle
excessively stalls background requests and thus the foregrounds are more easily
able to make progress. Although the timer errors on FoxyIdle are also higher
than native Idle, FoxyIdle does not restrict the execution of the backgrounds as
excessively as guest Idle because the timer on FoxyIdle is more accurate than
that on guest Idle (see Fig. 9).

To confirm FoxyIdle is effective in a more realistic situation, we prepared other
benchmarks: grep and updatedb. Grep searches for lines containing ‘submit bio’
in the source code and documents of Linux kernel 2.6.16. Updatedb indexes

the source and document files of the same Linux kernel. The total file size is
about 260 MB. In this experiment, the foreground was grep and the background
was updatedb. We measured the execution time of both benchmarks, varying
a preemption interval. The guest policy used here is anticipatory scheduling,
the default Linux disk scheduling policy. To discern the effect of the idletime
scheduling, these benchmarks are configured to access separate copies of the
Linux files. By doing so, these benchmarks do not share the file cache, and thus
generate as many disk read requests as possible.

Table 3 lists the results. In all the cases with FoxyIdle, the execution times
of both benchmarks are shorter than in the case of concurrent execution, simi-
larly to native Idle and guest Idle. This is because FoxyIdle enables both jobs to
run with less disk contention than concurrent execution (Fig. 10). The experi-
mental results suggest that FoxyIdle can forge the idletime scheduling behavior
sufficiently to obtain its benefits in a realistic situation.

6. Related Work

Antfarm 11) and Geiger 12) bridge OS-VMM semantic gaps. Antfarm and Geiger
enable a VMM to infer the ‘process’ and the buffer cache state of the guest OS,
and allow some resource management policies to be incorporated into the VMM
layer. FoxyTechnique addresses the interference between VMM-level and guest
OS policies, and tricks guest OS policies by making use of this interference.
For example, FoxyVegas makes use of the common features of TCP/IP protocol
stacks to implement TCP Vegas. Antfarm and Geiger do not explicitly make use
of the interference between VMM layer and the guest OS.
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(a) Concurrent Execution (b) Execution with FoxyIdle

Fig. 10 Difference between the concurrent execution and the FoxyIdle execution. The figure shows grep and updatedb behavior
whether FoxyIdle is used or not. In concurrent execution, both jobs make progress with disk contention. In contrast,
FoxyIdle allows both benchmarks to run with less disk contention.

The balloon driver 19) regulates an amount of memory assigned to guest OSes.
A balloon driver is loaded into a guest OS and tricks the guest OS into believing
a region of memory is used. The balloon process 22) controls CPU schedulers
on multiprocessor VMs when each virtualized processor has different processing
power. Although these approaches trick guest OS policies for resource manage-
ment, they do not address the problem of introducing a new policy into guest
OSes. In addition, the portability is slightly reduced because a new driver must
be developed.

Introvirt 23) enables us to change the OS behavior without changing the source
of its kernel. The goal of Introvirt is to apply OS patches without directly chang-
ing the kernel source, and uses breakpoints to get the control from the guest
OS. Introvirt is a powerful tool for changing the OS behavior, but requires the
source code of guest OSes. Hence, it is almost impossible to apply Introvirt to
proprietary OSes.

To improve the performance of virtual machines, some VMMs manage physical
resources transparently to guest OSes. Disco 24) and Potemkin 25) apply the copy-
on-write technique to enhance the memory usage. They do not address the
problem of incorporating a new policy into a guest OS, and the interference
between VMM layer and a guest OS.

The technologies for inserting a new resource management policy into an OS

kernel have been investigated over the past decades. To enable a new policy to be
incorporated into an existing OS, the OS researchers have proposed the concept of
extensible OSes 4)–6). Newhouse and Pasquale 8) developed user-level schedulers
for CPU intensive jobs. Graybox technique 9) enables us to infer internal states
of an OS at the user-level. Based on this inference, we can build various resource
management policies at the user-level. FoxyTechnique borrows the concept of
the graybox technique to guess the internal states of guest OSes. Infokernel 7)

exposes the internal states of and algorithms employed by an OS to facilitate the
development of user-level resource managers. OS profilers such as Debox 26) and
Dtrace 27) can be used to get the OS internal states.

7. Conclusion

It is difficult to integrate a new resource management policy into an existing
OS despite many proposals of sophisticated, innovative policies. This is because
modern operating systems are too complex and large to modify their kernel code.
In this paper, we presented FoxyTechnique, a technique of enabling us to in-
corporate new policies into existing OSes without any changes to their kernel.
FoxyTechnique virtualizes physical devices differently from real ones, and tricks
the guest OS policy into producing behavior similar to a desired policy. To em-
body the concept of FoxyTechnique, we conducted two case studies, FoxyVegas
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and FoxyIdle, on the Xen virtual machine monitor. The targets of these case
studies are different; FoxyVegas targets TCP/IP congestion control and FoxyIdle
targets disk I/O scheduling. Through these case studies, we have demonstrated
that FoxyTechnique can trick various guest OS policies into producing a behavior
similar to a desired policy.
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